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January 2013 
Country Ranking Portfolio Notes: 
 

Country 
Current 

Rank 
Previous 

Rank 
Fundamental 

Rank 
Momentum 

Rank 
Risk Rank 

Valuation 
Rank 

Turkey 1 1 5 1 15 17 

China 2 2 4 7 10 6 

India 3 5 1 6 13 23 

Korea 4 7 2 19 6 4 

Thailand 5 8 3 8 2 21 

Russia 6 18 9 26 22 1 

 

Country 
Current 

Rank 
Previous 

Rank 
Fundamental 

Rank 
Momentum 

Rank 
Risk Rank 

Valuation 
Rank 

Taiwan 24 27 17 23 5 26 

Italy 25 26 24 17 28 5 

Spain 26 21 28 21 27 2 

Israel 27 17 16 28 26 3 

Chile 28 28 15 27 17 28 

 

Country Model Notes: 
 Notable Movers to the Upside: 

o Russia…Improved by 11 spots from 17th to 6th overall.  They had improvement in their momentum score, but 
are continuing to benefit from the best valuation score in the model.  Russia is the only country in our model 
that still has a single digit P/E (5.6). 

o Malaysia…Improved by 13 spots in January after showing a big jump in their risk ranking.  An improving 
CDS as well as attractive currency valuation helped move them to be the third least risky country.  Malaysia 
also showed improving fundamentals and momentum scores. 

 Notable Movers to the Downside: 
o Israel…Had the largest drop, falling 11 spots to 27th overall.  They were the worst performing country in 

December, which was reflected in a plunging momentum score.  Additionally, Israel has the worst price 
momentum over the last 3, 9 and 12 month periods of the countries in the model. 

o Spain…Had shown signs of improvement, but fell 5 spots to 26th overall.  Increasing risk and deteriorating 
fundamentals have moved Spain back to the bottom of the model.  

 Factor Weightings: 
o The model is currently overweight risk factors by 2%, neutral valuation factors, and underweight momentum 

and fundamental factors by 1% each. 
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Strategy Commentary: 
 
Performance Highlights: 

 The range of country returns was 16.2% in December from the best performing market to the worst.  South Africa was 
the best performing market (9.99%), while Israel was the worst (-6.20%).   

 Despite lower than average monthly return ranges, 2012 still finished with a relatively wide range (68.9%).  For the 
year, Turkey was the best performing market, up (64.2%) while Israel was the worst, down (-3.9%).  Of the 30 
countries we follow, nearly two thirds beat the All Country World Index (16.1%) 

 The ACWI was up 0.8% on the month.  Emerging markets outperformed developed markets significantly, especially 
in Latin America.  EM Latin America made up some ground by returning 6.5% for the month, but still trailed the 
ACWI by 7.5% on the year.  

 Factor attribution for December showed that Fundamental and Momentum factors had the most positive contributions, 
while Risk and Valuation factors were mixed. 

 
Global Opportunities: 

 South Africa and Austria moved out of the Global Opportunities strategy.  South Africa was the best performing 
market in December, but showed increasing risk in January.  Russia, Korea, and Thailand all moved into the portfolio.  
Currently, the strategy is completely allocated to emerging markets.   

 December performance attribution showed strategy significant outperformance over the MSCI ACWI as Global 
Opportunities beat the benchmark by 500 basis points.  Four out of the 5 countries in the strategy outperformed the 
ACWI, with the biggest contributions coming from Turkey and South Africa.   

 In terms of gross strategy performance, Global Opportunities beat the benchmark by 9.4% for the year. 
 
Global Long/Short: 

 Russia moved into the long book replacing Hong Kong.  On the short side, in addition to Russia, Malaysia and the 
Netherlands also moved out.  They were replaced by Spain, Switzerland, and France.   

 Currently, Turkey and Chile represent the largest long and short allocations respectively at 20%.  The long book is 
heaving emerging markets while the short book is primarily concentrated in developed Europe and Latin America. 

 December performance attribution showed positive performance of 3.95%, which was 207 basis points ahead of the 
benchmark.  The allocations to Turkey and South Africa were most helpful on the long side, while the allocations to 
Taiwan and the US were most helpful on the short side.   


